
EDUCATION 
AUTOMATION
with Skyline Automate



Problem
Document checks

When a Skyline User uploads a file for production a bespoke 
“Job Ticket” is created that allows the Print room to see all 
the attributes and production requirements from the User. 

Multiple forms of payment and accounting options are 
offered which includes some papers and finishing supplied 
free. Ensuring all aspects are correctly represented means 
that each job had to be fully reviewed and detailed, then 
linked to the correct payment/billing run.

A large educational establishment that uses third party  
printers for specific orders, stock, preprepared stock/forms  
means that there are many workflows a job can take to  
complete.



Solution overview
What Skyline Automate does

It also emails the bookkeeper of the school, the 
third-party print provider for stock replenishment.  
 
As Skyline Web-to-Print allows prices to be 
updated post submission by the client, the 
Invoicing routine can highlight where the price to 
the User has been changed and flag those entries.

Skyline Automate takes the data from Skyline and  
applies the rules around paper/stocks/input/order  
to quickly generate a full detailed invoice for the  
relevant client. 



Highlights
Your key takeaways

Cost benefit

Easy to change, update  
and modify tasks

Removes need for skilled/ 
technical/bespoke inputs

Eliminates delay between  
production and billing

Workflow is fully flexible, can  
be integrated into existing work  
patterns

Tasks can be built specific to 
your requirements

Tasks can be integrated 
with other workflows

Can act as intermediary 
between Production and 
MIS/Accounting

Data can be sent to multiple  
system

One solution for multiple  
purposes

Reduction in Invoicing time

Clarity of invoice materials

Reduction in time spent  
checking invoices

Allows existing systems 
to be used with new data



Skyline Automate is a sophisticated scripting language 
that allows you to Automate parts of a business workflow 
(RPA) or replace an existing workflow process (DPA)

Options

On site installation Hosted Cloud 

Run time library SaaS 
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